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Abstract Infectious salmon anaemia virus, ISA virus

(genus Isavirus, family Orthomyxoviridae), emerged in

Norwegian salmon culture in the mid-80s. The genome

consists of eight segments coding for at least 10 proteins.

ISA viruses show many of similarities to influenza A

viruses but differ in many important aspects such as the

number of hosts, the host population structure and the route

of transmission. The only known hosts and reservoirs for

ISA viruses are salmonids found in countries surrounding

the North Atlantic. In this study, four different segments of

the genome of about 100 ISA viruses have been sequenced

in an attempt to understand the evolution of ISA viruses

and how these viruses are maintained in and transmitted

between populations of farmed Atlantic salmon. The four

gene segments code for the nucleoprotein (NP), the puta-

tive acid polymerase (PA), the fusion protein (F) and the

haemagglutinin-esterase (HE). Analysis of these four genes

showed that the substitution rates of the internal proteins

(NP and PA) are lower than those of the two surface pro-

teins (F and HE). All four segments are evolving at a lower

rate than similar genes in influenza A viruses. The ISA

virus populations consist of avirulent viruses and patho-

genic strains with variable virulence in Atlantic salmon.

Recombination resulting in inserts close to the proteolytic-

cleavage site of the precursor F0 protein and deletions in

the stalk region of the HE protein seem to be responsible

for the transition from avirulent ISA viruses to pathogenic

strains. It is also shown that reassortment is a frequent

event among the dominating ISA viruses in farmed

Atlantic salmon. The pattern that is obtained after phylo-

genetic analysis of the four gene segments from ISA

viruses suggests that the variation is limited to a few dis-

tinct clades and that no major changes have occurred in the

ISA virus population in Norway since the first viruses were

isolated. Calculation of the time of most recent common

ancestor (TMRCA) suggests that the Norwegian ISA

viruses separated from the European subtype found in

North America between 1932 and 1959. The TMRCA data

also suggest that the ISA viruses in Chile were transmitted

from Norway in the period from 1995 to 2007, depending

on which of the four genes were used in the analysis.

Introduction

The rapid evolution of viruses, together with recent

advances in nucleic acid sequencing and bio-computing,

makes it possible to distinguish between related strains,

study their diversity, and deduce the relationships between

viruses from different regions and different outbreaks

[13, 50, 51]. Molecular studies are particularly valuable for

understanding the dissemination and evolution of viruses.
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The knowledge obtained can be used in epizootical

reconstructions and real-time surveillance, and may even

enable possible future predictions about development of

viral diseases (cf. [27]. Variation between isolates results

from accumulation of molecular changes that can occur by

a number of different mechanisms, including point muta-

tions, gene reassortment, deletions and recombination [66].

Hence, it is of vital importance to understand how the

different segments of Infectious Salmon Anaemia virus

(ISAV) that are used in epizootic reconstructions and sur-

veillance, evolve, i.e., the substitution rates for the seg-

ments and the importance of reassortments and

recombination events.

Use of molecular tools is now becoming more important

in the management of viral diseases, and the first studies of

epizootics of viruses connected to fish farming have been

published [13, 15–17, 19, 26, 28, 32, 35, 37, 49–51, 63, 64,

65]. ISA virus is one of the fish viruses that have been

studied by a molecular approach to elucidate transmission

routes and diversity (cf. [50]. ISAV has a wide distribution

– Norway, Canada, Scotland, Ireland, Faroe Islands, Chile,

USA [4, 19, 29, 32, 41, 59, 65] – and is able to propagate in

several different host species, Salmo salar, S. trutta,

Salvelinus alpinus, Oncorhynchus mykiss, Oncorhynchus

spp, and Clupea harengus [44–48], pers. obs.; [11, 29,

60–62], where S. salar and S. trutta seem to be the major

hosts in the North Atlantic. However, little is known about

the host specificity of different isolates.

The genome of ISA viruses contains eight segments of

negative-stranded RNA. In the present study, four seg-

ments, the nucleoprotein (NP) gene (segment 3), the ten-

tative acidic polymerase (PA) gene (segment 4), the fusion

protein gene (F) (segment 5), and the haemagglutinin-

esterase gene (HE) (segment 6) from a selection of ISA

viruses have been sequenced and compared. Studies of

virus genes from influenza viruses have shown that each

gene may evolve differently because of different selective

pressures and evolutionary constraints [22, 66]. Genes that

code for surface proteins, such as the HE and F protein

genes, may be subjected to strong selection pressures by

neutralising antibodies of the host immune system, while

genes coding for internal proteins, such as the NP and PA

genes, are not expected to be subjected to strong host

immune selection pressures but are thought to undergo

significant host-specific adaptive evolution [18, 22, 68].

Because of the selection pressure from the host immune

system, surface proteins are expected to evolve more rap-

idly and to be replaced by reassortment more frequently.

Internal protein genes that show a high degree of host-

specific evolution are not expected to reassort frequently

[66]. The reason for this is that the loss of host-adapted

genes through reassortment may decrease the fitness of

progeny virions in their hosts. It has been shown that NP

genes of influenza viruses fall into host-specific groups [3,

20, 21, 68].

The natural hosts for ISA viruses seem to be Atlantic

salmon (S. salar) and trout (S. trutta) in the North Atlantic

[53, 57]. These two species live in small, fragmented,

genetically distinct populations where spawning only occurs

in their home river system. If these are the only host species,

one should expect to find variation in the two surface proteins

reflecting the river of origin, while the variation in the

internal proteins (NP and PA) should, to a larger extent,

reflect the host species, i.e., salmon or trout. All sequences

from ISA viruses are unfortunately from farmed Atlantic

salmon, and hence, one should expect to find little variation

in the internal proteins unless there has been transmission

from marine sources (other than Atlantic salmon) to farmed

salmon. The present study, focusing on two internal and two

surface proteins for ISA viruses from farmed Atlantic sal-

mon, provides new knowledge about the evolution of ISA

viruses, their reservoirs and their transmission routes.

Materials and methods

This study includes ISA viruses collected in the period from

1987 until 2011, and consists of ISA viruses from Norway

(N = 86), Scotland (N = 2), Faroe Islands (N = 1), North

America (N = 2) and Chile (N = 5) (Table 1). The viruses

were obtained from salmon in both fresh and sea water.

Atlantic salmon does not occur naturally in Chile, and the ISA

viruses from that country were all obtained from individuals

that originally came as embryos from Europe or North

America (east coast). ISA viruses can be separated into two

major genotypes, a North American and a European genotype,

where a subtype of the European genotype is also present in

Eastern North America [13, 50]. This study includes only ISA

viruses belonging to the European genotype.

Sequences of four of the eight ISA virus genome seg-

ments (three, four, five and six) from these viruses were

obtained both from cultures and directly from tissues of

infected salmonids. Information about and sequences from

some of these ISA viruses have already been presented in

other publications [7, 9, 13, 36, 37, 50]. In addition, some

sequences of segment six from avirulent ISA viruses were

obtained from the GenBank database and are included in

the phylogenetic analysis of this segment (Table 2).

RNA extraction and sequencing

Extraction of RNA, RT PCR and sequencing were per-

formed as described by Devold et al. [11]. All PCR products

of ISA viruses obtained from heart or gill tissues or from

cell cultured isolates were sequenced in both directions. The

primers used for PCR and sequencing of segments three and
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Table 1 An overview of ISA viruses and the accession numbers of the nucleotide sequences of segments three, four, five and six

Country/virus-id Year HPR -IN Ac. no Seg 3 Ac. no Seg 4 Ac. no Seg 5 Ac. No Seg 6

Faeroe Islands

F72/02 2002 3 JN710838 JN710925 AY853917a AF526263b

Scotland

Scot43/98 1998 7b JN710880 JN710967 AY853947a AF302802e

Scot157/08 2008 0 JN710879 JN710966 JN711010 JN711096

Canada

NS2003 2003 3 JN710871 JN710958 AY853919a AY601904a

USA

USA2004 2004 0 JN710921 JN711009 JN711056 AY973194b

Chile

CH05/08 2008 35-IN JN710835 JN710922 JN711011 JN711093

CH29/08 2008 0 JN710836 JN710923 JN711012 JN711094

CH30/08 2008 0 JN710837 JN710924 JN711013 JN711095

752 2009 7b-IN GU830897d GU830898d GU830899d GU830900d

901 2009 15b GU830905d GU830906d GU830907d GU830908d

Norway

Hordaland

H01/87 1987 1 JN710848 JN710936 AY853942a AF364893f

H02/89 1989 2 JN710852 JN710940 AY853930a AF220607g

ISAV4 1990 DQ785206c DQ785220c DQ785234c DQ785248c

H06/91 1991 2 JN710855 JN710935 AY853934a AF364894f

H17/96 1996 7a JN710850 JN710938 AY853956a AF364891 f

H36/98 1998 15 JN710853 JN710941 AY853958a AF302799e

H56/00 2000 15 JN710854 JN710942 AY853946a AF364880 f

H93/04 2004 10 JN710856 JN710943 AY853948a AY973179b

H97/04 2004 0 JN710857 JN710944 JN711024 DQ108604b

H138/08 2008 0 JN710849 JN710937 JN711022 JN711063

H172/10 2010 0 JN710851 JN710939 JN711023 JN711064

Sogn og Fjordane

SF14/95 1995 5 JN710881 JN710968 AY853925a AF364873f

SF18/96 1996 19 JN710882 JN710969 AY853963a AF364869f

SF47/99 1999 9 JN710883 JN710970 AY853965a AF364888f

SF57/00 2000 11b-IN JN710884 JN710971 AY853939a AF364890f

SF71/02 2002 11b-IN JN710885 JN710972 AY853936a AY127881b

SF83/04 2004 0 AY744390 AY744391 AY744392 AY973190b

Møre og Romsdal

MR46/99 1999 8-IN JN710862 JN710949 AY853962a AF364896f

MR52/00 2000 10 JN710863 JN710950 AY853949a AF364892f

MR60/01 2001 6-IN JN710864 JN710951 AY853944a AY127876b

MR61/01 2001 11a-IN JN710865 JN710952 AY853935a AY127877b

MR102/05 2005 0 JN710858 JN710945 EU851044 DQ108605b

MR104/05 2005 0 JN710860 JN710947 JN711026 DQ108607b

MR103/05 2005 17 JN710859 JN710946 JN711025 DQ108606b

MR139/08 2008 35 JN710861 JN710948 JN711027 JN711065

Sør Trønderlag

ST21/96 1996 14 JN710888 JN710975 AY853952a AF364886f

ST25/97 1997 6 JN710889 JN710976 AY853926a AF364885f

ST26/97 1997 14 JN710890 JN710977 AY853951a AF364879f
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Table 1 continued

Country/virus-id Year HPR -IN Ac. no Seg 3 Ac. no Seg 4 Ac. no Seg 5 Ac. No Seg 6

ST27/97 1997 6 JN710891 JN710978 AY853929a AF364897f

ST30/97 1997 14 JN710892 JN710979 AY853953a AY127875b

ISAV8 1997 14 DQ785210c DQ785224 c DQ785238c DQ785252c

ST44/99 1999 14 JN710893 JN710980 AY853954a AF302803e

ST110/05 2005 3 JN710886 JN710973 JN711034 DQ108598 b

ST143/08 2008 35 JN710887 JN710974 JN711035 JN711073

Nord Trønderlag

NT38/99 1998 2 JN710877 JN710964 AY853932a AF364874f

NT81/03 2003 7b JN710878 JN710965 AY853955a AY973184b

NT115/05 2005 3 JN710872 JN710959 JN711029 JN711068

NT134/08 2008 34 JN710873 JN710960 JN711030 JN711069

NT141/08 2008 2 JN710874 JN710961 JN711031 JN711070

NT155/09 2009 35 JN710875 JN710962 JN711032 JN711071

NT156/09 2009 35 JN710876 JN710963 JN711033 JN711072

Nordland

ISAV3 1989 12a DQ785205c DQ785219c DQ785233c DQ785247c

N9/93 1993 3 JN710870 JN710953 AY853967a AF364895f

Vir22 1996 35 DQ785216c DQ785230c DQ785244c DQ785258c

Vir25 1997 35 DQ785214c DQ785228c DQ785242c DQ785256c

N29/97 1997 7b JN710867 JN710955 AY853920a AF364872f

N32/98 1998 7b JN710868 JN710956 AY853921a AF364883f

N89/04 2004 14 JN710869 JN710957 AY853945a AY971662b

N127/07 2007 33 JN710866 JN710954 JN711028 JN711066/67

Troms

T10/93 1993 4a JN710894 JN710981 AY853922a AF302801e

T22/96 1996 2 JN710914 JN711002 AY853968a AF364889f

T33/98 1998 2 JN710915 JN711003 AY853969a AF364887f

T37/98 1998 2 JN710916 JN711004 AY853933a AF364881f

T73/02 2002 14 JN710917 JN711005 AY853923a AY971663b

T74/03 2003 14 JN710918 JN711006 AY853924a AY971664b

T90/04 2004 16 JN710919 JN711007 JN711055 AY971666b

T91/04 2004 3 JN710920 JN711008 AY853928a AY971667b

T121/07 2007 31 JN710895 JN710982/83 JN711036 JN711074

T122/07 2007 5 JN710896 JN710984 JN711037 JN711075

T126/07 2007 31 JN710897 JN710985 JN711038 JN711076

T129/07 2007 5 JN710898 JN710986 JN711039 JN711077

T131/07 2007 2 JN710899 JN710987 JN711040 JN711078

T140/08 2008 5 JN710900 JN710988 JN711041 JN711079

T144/08 2008 5b JN710901 JN710989 JN711042 JN711080

T145/08 2008 5 JN710902 JN710990 JN711043 JN711081

T147/08 2008 5 JN710903 JN710991 JN711044 JN711082

T148/08 2008 5 JN710904 JN710992 JN711045 JN711083

T149/08 2008 5 JN710905 JN710993 JN711046 JN711084

T151/08 2008 5 JN710906 JN710994 JN711047 JN711085

T152/09 2009 5b JN710907 JN710995 JN711048 JN711086

T154/09 2009 5 JN710908 JN710996 JN711049 JN711087

T158/09 2009 5 JN710909 JN710997 JN711050 JN711088

T160/09 2009 5 JN710910 JN710998 JN711051 JN711089

2312 H. Plarre et al.
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four are presented in Table 3. Primers for sequencing of

segments five and six were published earlier [12, 13]. The

new sequences have been given the following accession

numbers: segment 3, JN710835-JN710921; segment 4,

JN710922-JN711009; segment 5, JN711010-JN711056;

and segment 6, JN711057-JN711096.

Phylogeny

The sequence data were assembled with the help of Vector

NTI software (InforMax, Inc.), and the GenBank searches

were done with BLAST (2.0). The Vector NTI Suite

software package (InforMax, Inc.) was used for the mul-

tiple alignments of nucleotide and deduced amino acid

sequences. To perform pairwise comparisons of the dif-

ferent sequences from the four ISA virus segments, the

multiple sequence alignment editor GeneDoc (available at

http://www.psc.edu/biomed/genedoc) was used. Sequences

already available in the EMBL nucleotide database were

also included in the comparisons (Tables 1 and 2).

The phylogenetic trees obtained by analysis of segment

three (NP, positions 12-1851 in the ORF) were compared

to phylogenetic trees obtained by analysis of segment four

(PA, positions 65-1722 in the ORF), segment five (F,

positions 37-1335 in the ORF, accession no. AY853958),

and segment six (HE, positions 64-1005 in the ORF,

accession no. AF302799) from the same viruses. These

Table 2 Additional sequences of HPR0 ISA virus used in the ana-

lysis of segment six

Country/virus -id Year Fw/Sw Accession no.

Norway

AR2/08 2008 Sw FN687348

AR7/08 2008 Fw* FN687351

AR8/08 2008 Sw FN687352

AR26/08-1 2008 Sw FN687356

Faroe Islands

FO/01/06 2006 Sw HQ664992

FO/03/06 2006 Sw HQ664993

FO/01b/07 2007 Sw HQ664995

FO/03b/07 2007 Sw HQ664997

Scotland

NWM10 2007 Sw FJ178189

The name of the country of origin and the sequence codes are given in

the first column followed by year of collection, location (fresh water

or seawater) of the host (Atlantic salmon), and accession number

*Fw = freshwater site using addition of seawater

Table 1 continued

Country/virus-id Year HPR -IN Ac. no Seg 3 Ac. no Seg 4 Ac. no Seg 5 Ac. No Seg 6

T161/09 2009 5 JN710911 JN710999 JN711052 JN711090

T162/09 2009 0 JN710912 JN711000 JN711053 JN711091

T167/10 2010 5 JN710913 JN711001 JN711054 JN711092

Finnmark

FM86/04 2004 1 JN710847 JN710934 AY853943a AY971659b

FM106/05 2005 14 JN710839 JN710926 JN711014 DQ108599b

FM107/05 2005 14 JN710840 JN710927 JN711015 DQ108600b

FM114/05 2005 3 JN710841 JN710928 JN711016 JN711057

FM116/06 2006 9 JN710842 JN710929 JN711017 JN711058

FM168/10 2010 14c JN710843 JN710930 JN711018 JN711059

FM173/11 2011 0 JN710844 JN710931 JN711019 JN711060

FM174a/11 2011 14b JN710845 JN710932 JN711020 JN711061

FM174b/11 2011 14b JN710846 JN710933 JN711021 JN711062

Unknown origin

SK779 2006 0 EU118817c EU118818c EU118819c EU118820c

The names of the different localities (country and county) and virus codes are given in the first column. The second and third columns give the

year of collection and the HPR in segment six and presence of insert in segment five, respectively
a Devold et al [13]
b Nylund et al [50]
c Markussen et al [37]
d Cottet et al [9]
e Krossøy et al [34]
f Devold et al [12]
g Rimstad et al [58]

Evolution of infectious salmon anaemia virus (ISA virus) 2313
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trees were constructed using TREE-PUZZLE 5.2 (available

at http://www.tree-puzzle.de) by the maximum-likelihood

(ML) method. The evolutionary model and substitution

rates for ML analysis were calculated for all datasets using

jModelTest [54] with the Akaike information criterion

option. All four segments were analysed using a GTR

nucleotide evolution model with four category gamma rate.

The maximum-likelihood trees were bootstrapped (50,000

puzzling steps) in TREE_PUZZLE. The ISA virus isolate

NS2003, from Nova Scotia, Canada, was used as an

out-group in the phylogenetic analysis of all four segments.

Phylogenetic trees were drawn using TreeView [52].

Substitution rates and time of the most recent common

ancestor (TMRCA)

The substitution rates and the time of the most recent

common ancestor (TMRCA) of each segment were esti-

mated using a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo method

as implemented in the BEAST version 1.6.2 package [14].

In all cases, the HKY?G?I nucleotide substitution model

was used with the relaxed clock assumption [55]. Each run

was analysed using Tracer to ensure that sufficient ESS

values ([200) and convergence were reached. The maxi-

mum clade credibility tree was computed using the Tre-

eAnnotator program, with the first 10 % of trees removed

as burn-in.

Results

The ISA virus isolate NS2003, from Nova Scotia, Canada,

was used as an out-group in the phylogenetic analysis of all

four segments.

Segment 3, nucleoprotein (NP) gene

The phylogenetic analysis of the NP gene included 1840 nt

of the ORF, which showed variation in 234 nt positions

(12.7 %), resulting in 72 amino acid substitutions (11.8 %).

The resolution between the sequences was relatively poor,

with only five clades (3A, 3B, 3D, 3G and 3H) showing

strong support values ([85). Three clades (3C, 3E and 3F)

had support values above 69 (Figure 1). Clade 3A contains

two HPR0 ISA viruses (H172/10, SK779) and 10 patho-

genic isolates collected in the period from 1993 to 2010 at

different salmon farming sites in four different counties in

Norway. H172/10 was collected from smolt at a freshwater

site in Hordaland County in western Norway, while the

other HPR0, SK779, is from salmon at a marine site.

Members of this clade have identical nucleotides at 98 %

of the positions in the sequence and share 98.9 % of their

amino acids. Pathogenic and HPR0 ISA viruses from Chile

and Norway group together in clade 3B. This clade consists

of 16 sequences (collected in 1997–2011), of which four

(CH29/08, CH30/08, MR102/05, MR104/05) are from

HPR0 ISA viruses. These four viruses are from salmon

smolt at two fresh water sites in Chile and Norway. The

freshwater site in Norway belongs to a brood fish company.

In these viruses, 99 % of the nucleotides and amino acids

are identical. The sequence of the NP from HPR0 CH29/08

is identical to that from the pathogenic isolate ISAV752,

also from Chile. Clade 3C, containing 16 ISA viruses, is

Table 3 Primers used for PCR and sequencing of segments three and

four of ISA viruses

Primer Sequence Position

Segment three

S3F1 TCA AAT CCC AAA AAT AAT

ACA GAA AAC G

upstream

S3F7 GGT TGT AGA AGA TCT ACC

GC

54 - 74

S3F2 CAA TCA CCA CGT TCT TCA

GCG

452 - 472

S3F3 TGC GGA GGA GTT GCT CTA

GAT

913 - 933

S3F4 CAA CCA AGG CGC TAT CAG

GGA

1566 - 1586

S3R7 TCC CAC CTG CTT CTT CCT

CG

364 - 345

S3R2 TGC CTC TTT CCG TCT TCA

TCA

563 - 543

S3R4 TCC TCA GTG CGA CAC CTT

CC

1034 - 1015

S3R3 ACC AGA GCC CTG ACA TTC

ACA C

1640 - 1619

S3R10 TGT AAA TAT CGT CAA TAC

CG

downstream

Segment four

S4F12 ATG GTG TGC TTG ACA TGG

G

398 - 416

S4F16 CCT GCA AGA ATT GCT GCT

CAC AAC C

750 - 774

S4F10 GAT GGA TAA CCT CCG TGA

ATG C

(-)1 - 21

S4F11 GTT TTG GCG AAC AGG AGA

AG

893 - 912

S4F13 CGG AAC TCG TAA CAG ATG

GAG

1397 - 1417

S4R12 ATT CTT TGC AGG GTC TGC 661 - 644

S4R14 TTT CTT CTC CTG TTC GCC 915 - 898

S4R10 CCT CGT TGT TGT TGC CC 1143 - 1127

S4R13 GCT CTC CAT CTG CTA ATT

GTA GC

1475 - 1453

S4R11 GGA AAA TAC ATA TCG TCA

AAC ACA C

downstream

The position is given with respect to the ORF of the two segments

2314 H. Plarre et al.
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poorly supported (SV = 69) and consists of viruses from

the two northernmost counties in Norway only. All of these

isolates were collected in the period from 2005 to 2010,

and the majority were obtained in a short period, with

several outbreaks of ISA in a small area in Troms County.

Members of this clade differ in 3.5 % and 5.1 % of the

nucleotide and amino acid positions, respectively. How-

ever, if the isolate T154/09 is excluded from the group, the

differences drop to 0.8 % for both the nucleotide sequences

and the putative amino acid sequences. Three HPR0 ISA

viruses collected from salmon in sea water are present in

clade 3D, of which one is from the east coast of the USA,

while the other two are from different geographical areas in

Norway. This clade also includes 12 pathogenic ISA

viruses, collected in the period 1989–2011 from different

sites along the Norwegian coast. Members of this clade

have identical nucleotides at 98.7 % of the positions in the

sequence and share 99.2 % of the amino acids. The NP

sequence from the isolates H02/89, NT38/99, T37/98 and

ISAV4, collected in the period from 1989 to 1999, are

identical. Two of the 10 ISA viruses in clade 3E are HPR0

viruses, one from smolt in fresh water (H138/08) and one

from mature brood fish (H97/04) kept in fresh water. The

viruses in this clade were collected in the period from 2000

to 2008. Members of this clade differ in 1.8 % and 2.1 %

of the nucleotide and amino acid positions, respectively.

0.01 
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Fig. 1 Phylogenetic tree

showing the relationship

between ISA virus isolates from

Europe and North America

based on 1840 nucleotides that

code for the N protein. The best-

fitting nucleotide substitution

model was used during

maximum-likelihood analysis,

and the tree was bootstrapped

(50,000 quartet puzzling steps)
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bar shows the number of
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Clades 3F, 3G and 3H each consist of a few ISA viruses

only. The three viruses in clade 3F are all from western

Norway and were collected in the period 1996–2001, while

clade 3G consists of two viruses from Scotland (Scot43/98,

Scot157/08) and clade 3H consists of one virus from the

Faroe Islands (F72/02) and one from northern Norway

(T162/09). Scot157/08 is an HPR0 ISA virus from mature

broodfish kept in fresh water, while the other HPR0 virus,

T162/09, was obtained from smolt in fresh water in

northern Norway. The two isolates in clade 3F SF18/96 and

MR46/99 are identical, while MR60/01 differs at three

nucleotide positions where one substitution results in an

amino acid substitution. The two Scottish ISA viruses in

clade 3G differ at 8 nt positions (0.4 %), resulting in one

amino acid substitution. The NP gene sequence of the

isolate from the Faroe Islands (F72/02) differs from the

other member in clade 3H, a virus (T162/09) from fresh

water in northern Norway, in 7 (0.4 %) positions, resulting

in two amino acid substitutions.

Segment 4, putative acid polymerase (PA) gene

The phylogenetic analysis of the putative PA gene

included 1660 nucleotides in the ORF showing variation

in 195 nucleotide positions (11.7 %) resulting in 51

amino acid substitutions (9.3 %). The PA gene sequences

constitute two well-supported major groups (SV = 98 for

both groups) with a few supported clades within each

group (Figure 2). The well-supported (SV [ 84) clades

are 4A, 4B, 4F, 4G, 4H and 4I, while the support for

clades 4C, 4E, and 4D was between 72 and 81. ISA

viruses from both Norway and Chile are present in clade

4B, and in addition to five pathogenic isolates, the clade

also contains two HPR0 ISA viruses (CH29/08, CH30/08)

from smolt in freshwater in Chile. Members of this clade

differ at 0.2 % and 0.4 % of the nucleotide and amino

acid positions, respectively. Only two nucleotide substi-

tutions separate the two pathogenic ISA virus isolates

(FM168/10, FM174a/11) collected in northern Norway

from four identical sequences (CH05/08, CH29/08, CH30/

08, ISAV752) collected from salmon in Chile. Clade 4C,

containing 15 ISA viruses, consists of viruses from Troms

County in northern Norway only. All of these isolates

were collected in the period from 2007 to 2010, and the

majority were obtained from farmed salmon in a small

area in southern Troms. Members of this clade differ in

0.7 % and 1.3 % of the nucleotide and amino acid posi-

tions, respectively. Six of the PA gene sequences are

identical in this clade. Clade 4E consists of sequences

from 11 ISA viruses collected at farming sites for Atlantic

salmon along the Norwegian coast. Both of the HPR0

ISA viruses in this clade (H138/08, H172/10) were col-

lected from smolt in fresh water in western Norway at

two different smolt production sites. Members of this

clade differ in 1.3 % (22 nucleotide positions) and 1.4 %

of the amino acid positions, respectively. Clade 4H con-

tains five sequences from ISA viruses collected in Nor-

way from 1996 to 1999, showing variation in 5 nt

positions. These substitutions do not result in any amino

acid changes in the putative protein. The other clades

(4A, 4D, 4F, 4G, 4I) consist of a few sequences only.

Clade 4D consist of five sequences from Norwegian ISA

viruses collected in the period from 2005 to 2009,

showing variation at five nucleotide sites, resulting in

three amino acid substitutions. The four ISA viruses in

clade 4F were collected in 1996–2004 from different

regions along the Norwegian coast. These viruses show

variation at six nucleotide positions, but the putative

amino acid sequences are identical for all four isolates.

The three sequences in clade 4A come from ISA viruses

collected in the southern part of Troms County, and the

two isolates, T121a/07 and T121b/07, were collected from

the same farm. These two sequences differ at three

nucleotide positions, while T121b/07 differs from T126/

07 at one nucleotide position only. All four substitutions

result in amino acid changes. The two ISA viruses in

clade 4G were both collected in Scotland. Scot43/98 was

collected from salmon during an outbreak of ISA in

seawater in 1998, while the HPR0 ISA virus, Scot157/08,

was collected 10 years later from mature broodfish in

fresh water. These two viruses differ at five nucleotide

positions, resulting in one amino acid substitution. Clade

4I consists of two ISA virus isolates from Troms County

(2002 – 2003) that differ at three nucleotide positions,

resulting in one amino acid substitution.

Segment 5, fusion protein (F) gene

The phylogenetic analysis of the F protein gene included

1299 nt in the ORF showing variation in 199 nt positions

(15.1 %), resulting in 66 amino acid substitutions (15.1 %).

The F protein gene sequences group into two major groups

with several clades in each group (Figure 3). Clade 5B

consists of 18 sequences, collected in the period from 1997

to 2011, including four (MR102/05, MR104/05, CH29/08,

CH30/08) HPR0 ISA viruses sampled in fresh water in

Norway and Chile. There is variation in 40 nucleotide

positions (3.1 %) resulting in 11 amino acid substitutions

(2.5 %) within the clade. Only ISA viruses from Troms

County, collected in the period 2007–2010, are present in

clade 5C. These 14 virus sequences show variation in 23

nucleotide positions (1.8 %), resulting in 13 amino acid

substitutions (3.0 %). However, if the isolate T154/09 is

removed from the alignment, the number of variable

nucleotide and amino acid positions drops to three and two,

respectively. The seven ISA viruses in clade 5H were
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collected in the period 1996–2004 from salmon in four

different counties. Among the members of this clade, there

is variation in 13 (1.0 %) nucleotide positions, resulting in

changes in four amino acid residues (0.9 %). All amino

acid substitutions are found in the H93/04 ISA virus. The

remaining supported clades contain only a few ISA virus

sequences each, and the support values range from 70 to

98. Clade 5M consists of three sequences from ISA viruses

collected in northern Norway, and two of these are HPR0

viruses. One is from smolt in fresh water in Troms County,

while the other (FM173/11) is from salmon in seawater in

Finnmark County. There are no known connections

between these two populations.

The sequences of segment five from 14 different HPR0

ISA viruses (avirulent viruses) are included in this study,

and they all share the same amino acid at position 266

(glutamine, Q266) in the F protein. There is no insert in

segment five of any of these viruses. A total of nine viru-

lent ISA viruses with an insert in segment five are included

in this study, and all but two (MR61/01, SF71/02) share a
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Fig. 2 Phylogenetic tree showing the relationship between ISA

viruses from Europe and North America based on 1660 nucleotides

that code for the putative PA protein. The best-fitting nucleotide

substitution model was used during maximum-likelihood analysis,

and the tree was bootstrapped (50,000 quartet puzzling steps) in

TREE_PUZZLE. The scale bar shows the number of nucleotide

substitutions as a proportion of branch length
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glutamine at position 266. The other two have a histidine

(H) in this position. All other virulent ISA viruses from

Europe and most ISA viruses from North America share a

leucine (L266) at position 266 of the fusion protein. The

only know exception is an ISA virus (RPC/NB 04-085-1)

from Canada, which is considered to be of low virulence

[31]. This isolate differs from all other known ISA viruses

in having a proline (P) in position 266 in segment five.

Segment 6, haemagglutinin-esterase (HE) gene

The phylogenetic analysis of segment six from ISA viruses,

including extra sequences from avirulent (HPR0) viruses, is

presented in Figure 4. This shows that HPR0 ISA viruses from

healthy salmon are present in the same clades as the

virulent ISA viruses from Atlantic salmon suffering from

ISA. HPR0 ISA viruses are present in both fresh water and

seawater, and they have also been obtained from salmon

kept at brood fish sites in fresh water (MR102/05, MR104/

05, H97/04, Scot157/08). The two freshwater HPR0 ISA

viruses from Chile (CH29/08, CH30/08) were obtained

from salmon smolt kept in fresh water. A large number of

HPR0 ISA viruses are from salmon in seawater (SF83/04,

AR2/08, AR8/07, AR26/08-1, FO/01/06, FO/01b/07, FO/

03/07, FO/03b/07, NWM10, USA2004), while the Nor-

wegian HPR0 viruses, H138/08, SK779, H172/10, and

T162/09, are all from salmon at smolt production sites in

fresh water. The HPR0 ISA virus AR7/08 is from a smolt
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Fig. 3 Phylogenetic tree

showing the relationship

between ISA viruses from

Europe and North America

based on 1299 nucleotides that

code for the F protein,

excluding the inserts that occur

in some of the viruses. The best-

fitting nucleotide substitution
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maximum-likelihood analysis,

and the tree was bootstrapped
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nucleotide substitutions as a
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production site in Troms County using addition of

seawater.

The phylogenetic analysis of the HE protein gene

included 942 nucleotides in the ORF showing variation at

159 nucleotide positions (16.9 %), resulting in 51 amino

acid substitutions (16.2 %). Several supported (SV [ 70)

clades were obtained after the analysis of this gene, but the

positions of some of the sequences were unresolved (Fig-

ure 4). Clade 6A (SV = 94) consists of eight ISA viruses

collected in northern Norway in the period from 1993 to

2007. There is variation in 16 nucleotide positions (1.7 %)

resulting in eight amino acid substitutions (3.1 %) within

the clade. Five different highly polymorphic regions

(HPRs) are present within this clade, and the isolates

closest in time share an HPR (Table 1). The seven ISA

viruses in clade 6B were collected in Norway and Chile

during the period from 2008 to 2011. The HE gene

sequences from two isolates, one from Norway (FM168/

10) and one from Chile (CH05/08), are identical. The

number of variable nucleotide positions within the clade
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Fig. 4 Phylogenetic tree showing the relationship between ISA

viruses from Europe and North America based on 942 nucleotides

that code for the HE protein, excluding the highly polymorphic region

(HPR), the transmembrane region, and the cytoplasmic tail region.

The best-fitting nucleotide substitution model was used during

maximum-likelihood analysis, and the tree was bootstrapped

(50,000 quartet puzzling steps) in TREE_PUZZLE. The scale bar

shows the number of nucleotide substitutions as a proportion of

branch length
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was 10 (1.1 %), resulting in seven amino acid substitutions

(2.2 %). The HPR0 ISA viruses (CH29/08, CH30/08) were

collected from smolt in fresh water in Chile, while the

other ISA viruses in this clade are from Atlantic salmon in

seawater, and all have different HPRs. Both HPR0 and

pathogenic ISA viruses are found in clade 6C, which

contains sequences from 33 viruses collected in Norway in

the period from 1996 to 2010. The number of variable

nucleotide positions within the clade is 26 (2.8 %),

resulting in 12 amino acid substitutions (3.8 %). Several of

these sequences (T140/08, T144/08, T145/08, T147/08,

T149/08, T152/09, T154/09, T158/09, T160/09, T167/10)

are identical, including one HPR0 virus (AR7/08) from

salmon in a marine farm. They were all collected in a small

area in Troms County. In addition, clade 6C also contains

three more HPR0 ISA viruses, one of which (MR102/05) is

from smolt kept in fresh water at a brood fish location. The

HPRs reflect to a large extent the time of collection

(Table 1). Clade 6J, which contains sequences from six

ISA viruses collected in middle Norway in the period 2008

– 2009, constitutes a well-supported clade within 6C. This

clade shows variation in four (0.4 %) nucleotide positions,

leading to three (1.0 %) amino acid substitutions. One of

the viruses in this clade is an HPR0 virus (AR26/08-1). The

members of clade 6F were collected from different sites

along the Norwegian coast in the period 1989 – 2004.

Within the clade, there is variation at 18 (1.9 %) nucleotide

positions resulting in six (1.9 %) amino acid substitutions.

The segment-six sequences used in the phylogenetic anal-

ysis of the ISA viruses, FM86/04-N89/04 and MR46/99-

MR60/01, are identical, but the HPRs of the two pairs are

different. The remaining supported clades contain only a

few isolates. The clade 6G contains one HPR0 ISA virus

from a brood fish site in Scotland and two pathogenic

isolates from northern Norway, while the two viruses in

clade 6H, one avirulent and one pathogenic, both come

from the Faroe Islands. The last two were collected five

years apart and differ at four nucleotide positions, while

two (H02/89, NT38/99) of the four identical members in

clade 6D were collected 10 years apart and share the same

HPR.

Reassortment in ISA virus

This study includes four of the eight segments that con-

stitute the ISA virus genome, i.e., genes for two surface

proteins (F and HE) and two internal proteins (NP and PA)

that constitute a part of the ribonucleoprotein (RNP)

complex. Comparing the four phylogenies based on the

four segments shows that reassortment is a frequent event

in the evolution of the ISA virus genome from farmed

Atlantic salmon. However, clade C, as defined by 3C,

consists of ISA viruses collected during a short period

(2005 – 2010) in a small geographical area, and in this

clade, only two viruses (FM106/05, FM107/05) show

reassortment in segments five and six. There is considerable

reassortment occurring among the viruses that are defined

by clade 5B, but a core of viruses, consisting of a mixture

of Chilean and Norwegian viruses (CH05/08, CH29/08,

CH30/08, ISAV752, ISAV901, FM168/10, FM174a/11)

collected in the period 2008–2011, show the same affinities

in all four phylogenies. Another group of ISA viruses

(H02/89, H06/91, ISAV4, T37/98, NT38/99) collected

during a 10-year period (1989–1999) also constitutes a core

of viruses with no reassortment being detected in the

analyses of the four segments.

Time of the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA)

The estimated times of the most recent common ancestor

(TMRCA) for each of the four lineages obtained from

analysis of the four ISA virus segments are presented in

Table 4. The consensus lower and upper 95 % highest

probability density (HPD) is 1959 and 1932, respectively.

Table 4 The estimated time of the most recent common ancestor

(TMRCA) for each of the four ISA virus segments for the viruses

included in the analysis

Segment Mean 95 %
HPD lower

95 %
HPD upper

3 (NP) 1918 1969 1840

4 (PA) 1898 1959 1808

5 (F) 1960 1980 1932

6 (HE) 1934 1976 1867

Consensus 1959 1932

Table 5 The estimated time of the most recent common ancestor

(TMRCA) for the Chilean ISA viruses and for a group of closely

related ISA viruses from southern Troms based on each of the four

ISA virus segments

Segment 95 % HPD lower 95 % HPD upper

TMRCA Norway-Chile

3 (NP) 2007 2001

4 (PA) 2007 2001

5 (F) 2002 1996

6 (HE) 1999 1995

Consensus - -

TMRCA Southern Troms clade C

3 (NP) 2005 1999

4 (PA) 2006 2000

5 (F) 2005 1998

6 (HE) 2006 2001

Consensus 2005 2001
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Analysis of the genes for the two internal proteins, NP and

PA, demonstrates an earlier origin with a mean TMRCA

estimated to be 1918 and 1898, respectively, compared to

the mean TMRCA estimated for the F (1960) and HE

(1934) genes.

The estimated time of separation between the Chilean

and Norwegian ISA viruses depends on which segment is

used in the analysis (Table 5). Based on the NP and the PA

genes, the consensus lower and upper 95 % highest prob-

ability density (HPD) is 2007 and 2001, respectively. The

upper and lower 95 % HPD for the F protein gene is 1996

and 2002, respectively, while it is 1995 and 1999 for the

HE gene (Figure 5).

Several ISA viruses collected from Atlantic salmon

during outbreaks in southern Troms in the period

2007–2010 group together in clade C in the analyses of all

four segments (Figures 1-4). The consensus lower and

upper 95 % HPD for this group of viruses is 2005 and 2001,

respectively (Table 5). Other ISA viruses collected in the

same areas in the same time period separated from this

group much earlier and are members of different clades.

The TMRCA for clade 3A and the nearest relatives was

estimated to be 1964, i.e., about 20 years before the first

official outbreak of ISA in Norway. Due to reassortment, it

was not possible to recognize the same clade in the analysis

of the other three segments.

Two North American ISA viruses were included in this

study: one from the USA, collected in 2004, and another

from Nova Scotia, collected in 2003. Based on analysis of

the NP gene, these separated from the closest European

relatives in about 1973 and 1997, respectively. The PA

gene suggests the separation between the two North

American ISA viruses and their closest relative, a virus

from the Faroe Islands (F72/02), to have occurred in 1992,

while analysis of the HE gene suggests that a separation

between these two North American ISA viruses and the

closest Norwegian ISA viruses occurred in 1943.

Fig. 5 Maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree of the ISA virus HE gene lineage. The tree is scaled to time (horizontal axis), with horizontal bars

at nodes representing the 95 % HPDs of TMRCA

Table 6 The average substitution rates of the four phylogenetic

lineages obtained by analysis of the four ISA virus protein (NP, PA, F

and HE) genes were estimated as substitutions per site per year

Segment Mean substitution rate 95 % lower 95 % upper

3 (NP) 1.9 9 10-4 1.2 9 10-4 2.6 9 10-4

4 (PA) 2.2 9 10-4 1.4 9 10-4 3.0 9 10-4

5 (F) 3.9 9 10-4 2.8 9 10-4 5.1 9 10-4

6 (HE) 3.5 9 10-4 2.3 9 10-4 4.8 9 10-4
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Substitution rates

The average substitution rates of the four phylogenetic

lineages obtained by analysis of the four ISA virus protein

genes were estimated as substitutions per site per year

(Table 6). The two genes coding for proteins (NP and PA)

that play a role in virus replication and host adaptation had

a lower mean rate compared to the two surface proteins (F

and HE).

Discussion

Phylogenetic analysis of the four segments from the about

100 ISA viruses included in this study show that the

affinities between the different viruses are to a large extent

dependent on the segment used in the analysis. Reassort-

ment seems to be a very commonly occurring event in ISA

viruses from farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar). These

results confirm the findings by Devold et al. [13], who

looked at two segments from 54 ISA viruses. This means

that the dominating ISA viruses in farmed salmon must

occur relatively frequently in the same individuals. The

mixing of the ISA viruses could occur in salmon of dif-

ferent origin, carrying different ISA viruses, at smolt and

marine production sites or in broodfish populations.

Alternatively, ISA viruses could be present in wild marine

fish; however, at present, there are no results supporting

such an assumption, and the local marine reservoir cannot

explain the distribution patterns of ISA viruses in Norway

or in farmed salmon in Europe and in Chile [50, 65].

Even if reassortment is a common event in the evolution

of ISA viruses in farmed populations of salmon, some

viruses group together in well-supported clades that are

independent of which of the four segments is used in the

analysis. One example is a group of ISA viruses (clade C)

from outbreaks of ISA in a small area in Troms County in

northern Norway. These viruses were collected in the

period from 2007 to 2010. They all have the same HPR in

the HE protein and, with the exception of T154/09, they all

share nearly identical sequences of the four protein genes

included in this study (see clade C). All salmon carrying

these viruses in farms in Troms have received some salmon

hatched from eggs delivered by one specific broodfish

company. The virus could therefore have arrived in the

populations as a result of transgenerational transmission of

HPR0 ISA viruses (cf [50, 65]. The presence of avirulent

HPR0 ISA viruses grouping together with the pathogenic

strains (see Figure 4) shows that the potential for a shift

from avirulent to virulent ISA viruses was present in these

populations. However, the explanation most favoured by

the Norwegian Food Safety Authority and the National

Veterinary Institute is that the viruses have been spread in

this small area as a result of horizontal transmission con-

nected to farming activities in the areas and a large number

of escaped ISA-virus-infected salmon [36]. This explana-

tion is supported by the fact that they all share the same

HPR. However, the viruses in clade C do not give the

complete story of the outbreaks of ISA in Troms County

during that time period. Other ISA viruses (N127/07, T121/

07, T126/07, T131/07, T162/09) that are distinct from the

viruses in clade C were present in other farms in the same

area at the same time. These ISA viruses group in two

different clades and are distinct from other viruses in this

area. The outbreaks of ISA in this area therefore seem to be

a result of at least three different introductions of ISA

viruses. The phylogeny based on the HE gene also shows

that the viruses (clade 6C) from the 2007 – 2010 ISA

outbreaks in this region are closely related to ISA viruses

from earlier outbreaks in other geographical regions in

Norway where the oldest virus in the clade was collected in

1996. This clade also contains an HPR0 ISA virus

(MR102/05) collected from a freshwater site used by the

broodfish company from which salmon in the farms suf-

fering from ISA outbreaks in 2007–2010 originated. The

emergence of the closely related ISA viruses (clade C) in

different farms in Troms County (2007–2010) could have

been a result of horizontal transmission between the farms

playing an important role, but the origin of the viruses in

clade C seems to be in western and middle Norway and

very distant from the Troms region.

Another group of ISA viruses that deserves some

attention can be found in clade B and consists of viruses

from both Chile and Norway. These viruses (CH05/08,

CH29/08, CH30/08, ISAV901, ISAV752, FM168710,

FM174a/11) group together in the same clade in the phy-

logenies resulting from analysis of all four segments. In

clades 3B and 5B, a number of additional Norwegians ISA

viruses group together with the Chilean viruses, and the

oldest of these were collected in 1997 in middle Norway.

Clades 3B and 5B contain HPR0 ISA viruses from both

Norway and Chile, where the Norwegian viruses MR102/

05 and MR104/05 were collected at a freshwater site at a

Norwegian broodfish location. It has been suggested that

ISA viruses were introduced to Chile as a result of salmon

embryo transport [65]. Our data suggest that ISA viruses

have been introduced more than once from Norway to

Chile (Figure 5, Table 5). The introductions seem to have

occurred in the period from 1995 to 2007, where the lower

and upper 95 % HPD is dependent on which segment is

used for calculation of the TMRCA. The fact that a North

American ISA virus was detected in Chile in 1999 [29], in

addition to the more recent introductions of ISA viruses

from Norway to Chile ([65], present study), show that

movement of ISA viruses through movement of salmon

embryos is a relatively large risk factor for the industry.
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Recent literature also suggests that other viruses such as

infectious pancreas necrotic virus (IPNV) and piscine

reovirus (PRV) could have been introduced to Chile via

movement of salmon embryos from producers in the North

Atlantic region [5, 42]. PRV has also recently been

detected on the west coast of Canada (A. Nylund,

pers.obs.).

In addition to reassortment, the evolution of ISA viruses

is also influenced by mutations, and reassortment may also

influence the substitution rates resulting from mutations

[67]. Looking at the substitution rates of the eight segments

of influenza A viruses, it is clear that differences in sub-

stitution rates for the different segments are to be expected

[2, 6, 56, 67]. The substitution rates for the genes of the two

proteins that are part of the ISA virus replication machinery

(NP and PA) are slightly lower compared to the substitu-

tion rates for the two surface proteins (F and HE). This

difference in substitution rate, with the PA and NP as the

most constrained proteins, is to be expected if one com-

pares this study with similar studies of influenza A viruses

[2]. However, the substitution rates for the four segments

from ISA viruses are lower than for influenza A viruses. A

discussion of possible explanations for the relatively low

substitution rates seen in ISA virus genes has been pre-

sented by Nylund et al. [50], who suggest that variation

accumulating in ISA virus populations could be lost when

the host is slaughtered, suggesting limited importance of

horizontal transmission between salmon farms. It was also

discussed that infection and transmission modes (viral life

strategies) could strongly affect the replication frequency

and hence the substitution rates. If the dominant trans-

mission route for ISA viruses is vertical or transgenera-

tional transmission of avirulent HPR0 ISA viruses that later

mutate into pathogenic viruses, this should result in an

important constraint on the evolution of ISA viruses [50].

The difference in substitution rates between influenza A

viruses and ISA viruses could also be due to differences in

mutation rates at the molecular level (cf. [43]). An addi-

tional difference is the number and variation of host species

for influenza A viruses (aquatic bird species and domestic

poultry, humans, pigs, horses, dogs, cats, mink, seals and

whales), while only two closely related fish species (Salmo

salar and S. trutta) are recognized as natural hosts for the

ISA viruses [49, 53, 57]. The difference in number of hosts

and the sizes of the host populations should have a large

influence on the evolution of these two viruses, where the

genetic variation maintained in ISA virus populations is

expected to be much smaller compared to that of influenza

A viruses. More knowledge about the factors that influence

the substitution rate of ISA virus genomes is necessary

before any conclusion can be drawn.

In 2005 it was shown that the fusion activity of the F

protein from ISA viruses could be initiated by treatment

with trypsin and low pH [1], and the two most likely

trypsin cleavage sites were considered to be located after

residues R267 and K276. Later, it was discovered that inserts

of varying length occurred before and after the residue R267

in the fusion protein gene of some ISA viruses and that in

all viruses with inserts, the residue L266 was substituted by

Q266 or H266 [13]. Based on similar changes in influenza A

viruses, it was suggested that the insert could be important

for the accessibility of these sites to trypsin and hence

influence the virulence of ISA virus [13]. This view was

later supported by another study of the complete genomes

of 11 ISA viruses [37]. The most favoured cleavage site

was considered to be located after residue K276 [1], and one

ISA virus used in this study lacks a possible cleavage site

after position 267, supporting the view held by Aspehaug

et al. [1]. All virulent ISA viruses included in this study

have the residue L266 with the exception of viruses with an

insert in this region of the fusion protein, which have a Q or

H in this position. Only one ISA virus (RPC/NB04-085-1,

accession no. EF432567), which is suggested to be of low

virulence and with the residue P266, is known to deviate

from this pattern [31]. All of the avirulent or HPR0 ISA

viruses included in this study have Q at position 266. The

present data strengthen the hypothesis that the amino acid

at position 266 in the F protein is an important virulence

indicator for ISA viruses. This suggests that deletions in the

stalk region of the HE protein are not sufficient for the

virus to become virulent, but that changes in the F protein

preceding the cleavage site (K276) are also necessary for a

transition to a virulent type.

Segment six of the ISA virus, containing the haemag-

glutinin (HE) gene, was first identified and characterized by

Krossøy et al. [34]. They showed that the protein had hae-

magglutination activity, but unlike influenza virus HA, they

did not find posttranslational cleavage of the ISA virus HA.

This study also revealed an HPR in the ectodomain close to

the transmembrane region. Later the same year, several

other studies were published supporting the characterization

given by Krossøy et al. [12, 23, 30, 34, 58]. In 2004 it was

shown that the protein encoded by segment six also carried

receptor-destroying activity, which was identified as an

acetylesterase [24]. The HE protein has been further char-

acterized by Kristiansen et al. [33], Mikalsen et al. [39], and

Müller et al. [40]. The longest HPR observed was first

obtained from ISA virus in a wild Atlantic salmon [10], and

it was termed HPR0 by Nylund et al. [49] who suggested

that ISA viruses with HPR0 were low-virulence wild-type

viruses that could mutate into virulent strains with shorter

HPRs. HPR0 ISA viruses have been found in all areas

where farming of Atlantic salmon occurs, including Nor-

way [50], Scotland [10, 38], USA [50], Canada [8], the

Faroe Islands [7], and Chile [32], and in the present study,

HPR0 ISA viruses have been found in nearly all clades
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resulting from the analysis of segment six (Figure 4). This

supports the suggestion that changes in the HPR could result

in changes in virulence of ISA viruses [49] and that all

HPRs shorter than the HPR0 could be ‘‘offspring’’ of low-

virulence HPR0 ISA viruses [49]. A similar mechanism has

been described for changes in virulence of influenza A

viruses [25]. Deletions in segment six (HE gene), or inser-

tions or mutations in segment five (F protein gene) of ISA

viruses, or insertions in the HA gene or deletions in the stalk

region of the neuraminidase (N) protein of influenza A

viruses do not change the phylogenetic position of the

isolates but lead to changes in virulence.

Conclusion

This paper shows that the substitution rates calculated for

the four genes coding for two surface proteins (F and HE)

and two internal proteins (NP and PA) of ISA viruses are

lower compared to similar rates obtained from studies of

comparative gene sequences from influenza A viruses.

However, reassortment seems to occur frequently among

the ISA viruses from Norway, and recombination of the F

and HE protein genes seems to be the cause for a transition

from low-virulence (avirulent) ISA viruses to pathogenic

strains with different virulence. Recombination in ISA

viruses affects the stalk region of the HE protein and results

in an insertion close to the proteolytic cleavage site for the

precursor protein F0. It is suggested that one of the causes

for the difference between influenza A viruses and ISA

viruses is a large difference in host population structure and

host numbers. The natural reservoirs for ISA viruses (wild

Atlantic salmon and trout) seem to be of little or no

importance for the spreading and emergence of ISA viruses

in farmed Atlantic salmon, i.e., no new ISA viruses have

been detected in Norway during the last 20 years. ISA

viruses that are associated with outbreaks of ISA can also

be found in the farmed populations of Atlantic salmon as

avirulent strains (HPR0 ISA viruses). Transmission of the

avirulent strains of ISA viruses may occur through vertical

(transgenerational) transmission followed by horizontal

short- and long-distance movement of embryos and infec-

ted smolt from freshwater sites. Virulent strains probably

emerge in farmed Atlantic salmon after mutations in the F

and HE protein genes. These strains can be transmitted

horizontally in connection with movements of smolt, and

possibly also between farms, in connection with human

activity (farming operations involving several farms in an

area) and escape of ISA-virus-infected salmon, which then

move between farming sites.
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